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Abstract
We discuss several models for shapes in the plane based
on the distributions of landmarks about an underly-
ing template. The motivation for these models includes
Markov random fields and thin plate splines. These mod-
els are used as priors in a Bayesian framework to recon-
struct a shape from a digital image. An example is given
based on the human hand.

1 Introduction
In this paper we shall discuss methods to pick out a
shape from a twodimensional digital image. The shape
is assumed to be a deformation of some underlying shape
or 'template', and the image is also subject to observa-
tional noise. We represent points in the plane as complex
numbers. We shall focus attention on the case where the
shape can be described as a simply connected domain
D C C whose boundary consists of piecewise linear path
connecting vertices Z0,zL,-..,2n € C with zs = zn. Let
V = {zi}, termed the 'outline'of the shape, denote the
sei of vertices. Similarly, Iet 7s = lpi\ say, denote the
outline of the underlying template.

f he deformation from V6 to V consists of two types of
transformations. The first type of transformation con-
sists of global linear changes such as (a) Iocation, (b)
scale, (c) rotation and possibly (d) a more general linear
transformation of the plane. The second type of trans-
formation consists of local changes to the outline. In
this paper we shall discuss various probability models
for the local change to the outline (including the loca-
tion change). Thus we will get a probability distribution
P(7) on the outline of our shape, centred at the under-
lying template 7s. Some possible models are given in
Sections 2-3.

For other aspects of the deformation, such as scale
and rotation changes we shall use ad hoc fitting pro-
cedures. An example involving the reconstruction of a
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hand is given in Section 4. Thus our approach to mod-
elling shapes differs from other approaches ( e9. Goodall,
1991, Bookstein, 1986, Kendall, 1984, Kent, 1991, Mar-
dia & Dryden, 1989) in which location, scale and rotation
effects are incorporated directly into the models.

The observed digital image includes information about
the given shape, together with observational errors. One
possible model is

at=vr*cr ifl€D

yt=v2+€t if teD (1.1)

where y2 € S denotes the 'grey-level' in the 4h pixel
and / = (4,12) Iabels the pixels in an tr1 x tr2 grid. In
the simplest version of the model we suppose the ez are

independent N(0, ol) random variables. The mean levels
/1 and z2 indicate the difference between the shape and
the background. Thus, given / the model for y= {yr}
has pdf

p$lv) o ,,o{-fi tf (u, -r,)'+ I(y, -vt)211.
teD LID 

(l 2)

If we let P(1/) denote the prior probability density of
I/ under a deformable template model then by Bayes
theorem

r$lv)r$) ( 1.3)

is proportional to the posterior density of 7 given the
data. We seek an estimate of l/ to maximise (1"3) This
estimate is known as the MAP or 'maxirnum a posteriori'
estimate.

The main focus in this paper is on suitable models for
P(7) which we explore in Sections 2-3. To some extent
our paper is a review of models proposed by previous
authors, but we also bring out some unifying themes

behind the models together with some new tesults'



2 Complex normal models on
outlines

Suppose (Re 21, Im zy, . . . , Re zn, Im zn)' = r say, fol-
lows a 2n-dimensional (real) normal distribution with
mean (.Ee pr,Im pt,...,Re pn,Im y") and 2n x 2n
covariance matrix Q say. Typically O will be small
so that the distribution of the observed set of land-
marks V = {zil will not be too far from the template
Vo = {pi}. For simplicity we shall suppose that Q pos-

sesses complex symmetry. That is if we write O = (O;i)
in terms of 2 x 2blocks flit, J,A = 1,...,n, then

flit = oi, ( 'oto'iu -sinoit )'\sin0ir cos?it )
for some ojk = aLj 2 0 and angle 0;r - -0q e [0,2r).
In particular 0i; = 0- We can also represent O as an

n x n complex matrix E with ojL = ajberp(iOit). Then
r'!-lr = z'Ez where r' denotes the transpose of r and
z' = it denotes the transpose of the complex conjugate
of z.

Complex symmetry is often too restictive an assump-
tion to lead to good models for outline data (see eg. the
figures in Goodall,l99l; Dryden & Mardia,1991). How-
ever, since it may not be essential to specify the prior dis-
tribution P(7) very precisely, the assumptions of com-
plex symmetry may be adequate. In any case the models
here can be generalised to the non-complex-symmetric
case at the expense ofextra notation and additional pa-

rameters.
The simplest general model for the vertices z =

(rr,...,2r)'abou[ F = }rt,...,pn)'is a multivariate
complex normal model

I@) q 
"rppf,1, - ti'A(,- p)).

where the inverse covariance matrix A is Hermitian. It
is simplest to suppose that A is positive semi-definite of
rank n-1, with A1 = 0 so that the distribution of z is
improper. Here 1= (1,1,...,1)'and 0 = (0,0,...,0)'.
Thus /(z) - t(z+ aL) for any a € C . The reason for this
choice is that we are not usually interested in location
differences when judging the similarity of a given outline
z to the template p.

Without further restriction the matrix A contains too
many parameters to represent a useful model. Therefore
it is of interest to look at some special cases.

2.1 The vertex CAR model

Following Besag (1974) the simplest model for the ver-

tices is a first-order conditional autoregre*sive (CAR)
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model. Equivalently we require A to be cyclic tridiago-

nal. The conditional distribution of e; given the rest of
the points {22 : k I j} it complex normal with first two
moments

Elzllrestl = aizi-t * 0izia1

oa{z;lrestl - r} (2.1)

say, where o1,01 e C, allrl
a j + 0i = 1, j=1,' . .,n. In
of A,

= /i-tlrfa, and
terms of the elements

aii = llrl, ai,i-r = -ailr:,ai,i+r = -0ilrl (2.2)

Here and elsewhere we interpret the subscripts mod n.

Remember that the parameters must be chosen so that

" .i:r: "j,* ;;IT:.*jl* ;[,'J*:"1 i, ou t.i n. a * r,u n I )
rl = 12 say, does not depend on j and oi = pi = lfl
for all j.

2.2 The CAR transformation model on
edges

Let e; - zj - zi-r, rli = li - Pi-t, i=|,...,n, de-

note the edges between successive vertices in the ran-

dom outlines and the template, respectively. Note that

D"i =Lrti = 0. Write

e; = (1 +ti)q;, ti €C. (2.3)

Then t; measures the extent to which ei differs from tem-

plate edge ?i. Chow et al (1988) proposed a conditional
cyclic-stationary first-order CAR model for 11, ...,1n,
conditioning on f, t;4i - 0.

."frt'-'ff;:',fiil:'r::H 
the cAR moder ror the {ti}1;

Eft5lrest) = -(6 / p)t i -, * (6 / 9)t i +r,

oarltilrestl = ll P, (2.4)

where p > 0 and 6 e C. Thus the (unconditional) pdf of
Ir,. . .,t, is proportional to

,,ntf,tO)jltil' + afl,ti n+ 6 t,iti+,1)

= ",eyf,[g[ l,r l'? + 2Re(5f rtti+,)l]. (2.5)

The sums here range over j - 1, . . ., tr and subscripts are

to be interpreted mod n. A sufficient condition to ensure

that the covariance matrix of the {ti} is positive definite

is 16l/B < 1/2. After conditioning, the distribution of
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(tr, . . . ,lo) is no longer a CAR, though it is still complex
normal.

A multiva.riate complex normal distribution on
tr,. ..,t^ induces a multivariate normal distribution on
the edges €rr...tea. Further if we allow the location
of the vertices zl ,. ..,2n (u measured by the centroid,
say) to have an improper uniform distribution over C
(note the location of the outline is not determined by
the edges), then we can transform the above distribu-
tion on edges to give an improper multivariate complex
normal distribution on the vertices zr,. . ., za.

Write a1 = zi - pi . After a little algebra it follows that
the distribution of (rr,...,er) is an improper second-
order CAR with

E[wllrest) = rl {g$ri l-r, i -, * lni +i-2ri +)

-6qi q -thil-2lrli - r l-2( w; -r - w ; -z)

*6 rli + ri i +zlrli + rl- 
2 

lrli + zl' 2 (, i + z - @i + r )

-lrtil-' lrli + tl- 2 (6 qi i i +r, i + r * 6 qi * r1r'r; -, ) ), (2.6)

oarfuilrest) - rl,
where

,l = {p(l,til-, + lni+, l-r)

-lrtil-'lrti+rl-'$lirli*r+d,lirri+,))-'. (2.7)

An important special case occurs when the template
verticesform a regular polygon, ;.s. tri - exp(2rijln).
In this case

Efuilrest) - ,2la - ll, {W - 26a)wi -r

+(P - 26a)ui y1 * 6auti -z * 5au; *r\,
(2.8)

aarfuilrestl = 12,

where

,' = f,lo*tl2@- ne6o)-r, and a = exp(2riln). (2.9)

2,3 A Covariance Model
The above models are useful when landmarks can be
consistently identified on the template and the observed
outline. However, in some examples, eg. an outline of
a biological cell, there are no identifiable l'eatures and
the n landmarks might be defined to be equally-spaced
(in terms ofarc length) around the outline ofthe olject.
In this case it is reasonable to take the template to be
a regular n-sided polygon, with pi = exp(2rij/n), and
to model the variety of possible shapes using a circu-
lant Toeplitz covariance matrix, as proposed by Miller

et al (1991). Defining tL, . . .,1^ as in (2.3), they model
(1r,...,tr) as a multivariate complex normal distribu-
tion with circulant Toeplitz covariance matrix B, say,
conditionalon f,tiei = 0. That is, B = (6ir) has en-
tries 6;r - d.i-l, say, where ai-* = dt-1. Ilere as
elsewhere subscripts are to be interpreted mod n. The
eigenvectors of B are

I
* = 7[exp(-2nijk/n), 

j = 1, . . .,rl'

for 7 - 1,. . ., tr with eigenvalues

n

fr = D aiexp(-Zrijkl"),
j=1

k - 1, . . ., tr. The eigenvalues, assumed to be non-
negative, are not necessarily in any monotone order.

Let G be the (n x n) unitary matrix with columns gr,
and set

s=G't
to be the vector of principal components. The constraint
Dti"i = 0 takes an appealing form in terms of principal
components,

\t;1"r,ri l" - rzti(j't)ln) = [1 - "-ztilnlftie2*;i 
t"

= y/n[l - r-2,i/"]s, = 0,

that is, 5r = 0. Miller et aI (1991) suggest estimating
the parameters in B by using a training sample of m
outlines. Equivalently, after rotating the principal com-
ponents for each outline, one can estimate the eigenvalue
11 by (2m)-l times the sum of squared absolute values
of the &'h principal component in the training sample.
Further, since each outline in the training sample will
satisfy the constraint u1 = 0, we will always estimate
)t=0.

Miller et cl (1991) also suggest a modification to
this model in which the real and imaginary parts of
(tr, . . . , l,) are modelled independently using separate
circulant Toeplitz matrices (with real entries). However
this modification lacks the appealing rotational invari-
ance of the original model. Note that the CAR in (2.8)
and (2.9) is a special case of this model.

3 Continuous deformable tem-
plate models - thin plate
splines

Another way to model the transformation between the
template and the realised outline is to fit a deformation

o
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of C, that is a continuous transformation z - ur(z), from

C to C. The most common such model is the thin-plate
spline (Bookstein,1989). The purpooe of this section is

to explore some of the algebraic aspects of this method.
For this section let z1 = @1+ivi),i - 1,...,n denote

the landmarks in the template (denoted by p; before)

and tr.,i - uj + iui, the transformed landmarks (denoted

by zi before). The output of the thin-plate spline al-
gorithm is a function w; C * C, w(z) = u(z) f du(z),

satisfying w(21) = ui, j = 1,. . ., D.

One way to calculate the thin-plate spline is through
kriging, which we now briefly describe. The functions
u(z) and u(z) are fitted separately as follows. Consider

the function

o(z) - lzl2loglzl2 * cr * c2tz + csyz * cqxy (3.1)

where e = x!iy and c1, c2tca,c4 are arbitrary constants.

(We shall see below that the choice of c1 , c2, ca, c4 has no

effect on the final solution).
Let zs = ro * ige be a new point at which we wish

to define u(zs). (In this section subscripts are not to be

interpreted mod n; zs should aol be identified with z" ).
The kriging approach says to take u(z) = a'u where o
(depending on zs) is chosen to minimise

0'A0 stbject to SP - 0 (3.2)

where p = (-l,o')' is an (n { l)-vector, A is an

(n + 1) x (n * 1) matrix with entries

air=o(zi-21)

and S is a 3 x (n * 1) matrix,

(3.3)

Partition

r= ('!o) $),r= (* ,), (3b)

so that

u(zo)-u,86-/,(*),

where the matrix E depends only on the data zt , ' ' ' , za,

but the vector 5 (n x 1) also depends on the coordinates

of the new point zs.

With a suitable choice of c1, c2, c3, c4 w€ can ensure

that E is positive definite. Then using Lagrange multi-
pliers it is straightforward to show that the choice of a

minimising (3.2) is

n = !-16 - >-rT'(TP-t1';-t12-t5

_r-1T,(TE-rT')- I 
[1, ro, yo]' ,, ul)

(3 .7)

say. Here / = (TE-l?)-lTE-1,, is the generalised

least square regression coefficient of ui on (l , xi ,9i), i =
1, . . ., n and /'(1, ,o,yo)' is the generalised least squares

predictor at the new point eq. It can also be checked that
the value of / does not depend on cr'cz,ca' c{ above'

Also, in (3.7),

B = E-r - r-1T,(Tr-rT,)-1Tt-l (3.8)

If we let P = T'(TT')-lT denote the orthogonal projec-

tion matrix in S" onto the columns of T' (so PT' = T'),
then it is not difficult to show that

$- . (3.4)

The matrix A is conditionally positive definite; that is

0'AP > 0 if 0 +0 and Sp= 0 (Matheron,1972). Fur-
ther it is easily checked that if Sp = 0 then 0'A0 does

not depend on the values of c1,c2,ca, c4 above.

The motivation for the criteria (3.2) comes from the

theory of firet-order intrinsic random fields. There
exists a real-valued intrinsic random field {X(z) i

z e C\ such that whenever SB = 0, the increment
g'lX(ro),...,X(r^))'has mean 0 and variance p'Ap.
Further, if B = (L,o')', then

uor {P'lX (zs), . . ., X(r" )]'}

- E lX (zs) - a'[X(21), . . ., X (rn)1']2

represents the prcdiction nlean squared error of the ran-

dom field at the new site zs in terms of a linear combi-

nation of its values at the existing sites z1 , ---, zn.

s = [(r - P)r(r - P)]- (3.e)

where [ ]- denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized i{)
verse. Further B- = (I - P)E(I - P). Note that the

eigenvectors of B- (corresponding to the non-zero eigen-

values) are all orthogonal to the columns of T'' Hence

the matrix B- (and therefore B) does not depend on

the arbitrary choice of c1,c2,ca,c4-
The quantity u'Bu is identified (see, for example,

Wahba, 1990, p33) as being proportional to t'he bend-

ing energy of the transformatlen s - u(z)' It is also

easiiy chect<ed that B = BEB and B - B(I - P)' The

thin-plate spline for u(z) proceeds similarly.
Hence, given an underlying template of landmarks

,'l r . . . , ,',lt i, natural to model the deformed landmarks

,r,. . .,wn (wi - ui + dui) using a complex normal dir
tribut,ion ba-sed on the bending energy,

P({.i}) o "rr{- fi[u'Bu * v'Bv]]

*)(*
I ...

Al
!r

I

I

:

I
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or, P({w.;}) * "*p1- r}w'Bw} (3.10)

where 12 is a scale parameter. This density is improper
since B has rank n - 3 and further all linear transforma-
tions of u)l r . . . , tor. have the same density.

It would be interesting to apply this model in the anal-

ysis of images. Other than the scale constant r? it con-

tains no parameters to choose, once zl, . . -, zn are given.

One choice of 21,...,2, is to take these as vertices of
a regular polygon. Then B simplifies somewhat since

E-l is circulant Toeplitz as in the model of section 2.3

above. Further a similar construction can be carried out
in dimensions other than 2.

4 Hand Reconstruction
We now consider an example of shape reconstruction for
the human hand using the model (1.1) for observation

noise and the edge model of section 2.2 for the prior
distribution of the shape. The hand in the image is a
real human hand and the template is formed from the

average of 8 real hands. The data were provided by Dan

Keenan. Our example is motivated by Chow et cl (1988).

The shape model of section 2.2 contains two parame-

ters 6 € C ar,d p ) 0. In our experiments we have limited
consideration to 6 real. We have reparameterised 6 and

B in terms of ,\ and o2 where

^ 
= {p -(p, -462)r12}126, o2 = (fiZ -462)-112, $.1)

because they have more intuitive interpretations as the

usual first-order autocorrelation and the marginal vari-

ance respectively, in the analogous discrete-time ARI
process from time series.

Our reconstruction procedure can be conveniently

split into 3 stages.

l. First we want to find the appropriate location and

orientation of the hand in the image, using a variant

of thresholding. Our approach has been to use the

alternating mean thresholding and median filter-
ing (AMT-MF) approach of Mardia and Hainsworth
(1988) to obtain a binary image. Setting f1 = I in-

side the largest connected component and y1 = S

elsewhere gives an initial reconstruction. Here / =
(4 , tz) labels the pixels of the image.

2. Given a similar binary image {e1} for the interior of
the template hand, and treating I as a(2x 1) column
vector I, construct an af;nne map Al * b so that the

first two moments of {Al*b : ea = l} match the

first two moments of {l: y; = 1}. Third moments

are used to resolve any orientation ambiguities'

Further, small rotations of the template are exam-

ined to improve the fit, using the matching coeffi-

cient

e=D,rgrl{L@t*tu-,&i}' (4.2)

3. We now make use of the shape model of section 2'2

in an approximate ICM algorithm (see Besag,1986)'

We cycle through the vertices zi one at a time and

using a grid search consider updates of zi to max-

imise the posterior density (1.3). These cycles are

iterated until convergence. In our example 4 cyclee

usually sufficed, reducing the grid size from 9 x 9 pix-

els down to 3 x 3 pixels a.s we progressed through

the cycles.

Several features in our reconstruction algorithm are

worth emphasising.
(a) The initial reconstruction (Stages I and 2) has a

very important effect on the quality of the final recon-

struction. (b) The number and location of the vertices is

important. At the very least, to represent a hand we re-

quire the tips ofthe fingers and the lowest points between

them and points at the wrist. However, our experiments

indicate that these alone are not nearly enough, and typ-

ically we take a template with 51 vertices as in Figure

1(a). In total there are 256 points on the template, and

the intermediate points are updated by interpolation' It
is also important not to have too many vertices' Be-

cause our updating algorithm changes only one vertex

at a time, it can get stuck in an unsuitable local opti-

mum. Simulated annealing offers another way to cope

with this difficulty, but at increased computational cost'

(c) We have also imposed a 'hard-core'restriction to pre-

vent vertices getting too close together, e9. bunching up

near the tips of the fingers- In our experiments a min-

imum distance of 3 pixels between vertices was found

useful. Bunching is generally a problem only when the

noise is high.
Figure 1 shows the results of our algorithm on a 256 x

256 image. In (b) we have the true image, to which

N(0, ol) noise, ao? = 4, has been added, (c)' Here u1 =
l,-v2 = 0. Naive thresholding at (vr -F v2)12 would-

giu* .n error rate of 40 %o. In (d) we have the effect of

applying AMT-MF and (e) gives its largest components'

tn 1f; *e have the final reconstruction after 4 iterations

of Stage 3, with parameters I - 0.5, o = 0'2' The pixel

by pixel error rate is under 2 %-

Stug" I does not assume any knowledge of v1 and u2'

For cJmparison we tried Stage 3 assuming v1 and v2

known lyi"tairg a matching coefficient of g - 0'83 and

displayed in Filure l(f) ) and with z1 and v2 estimated

f.o* itug. I and used in Stage 3 (yielding I - 0'81 )'



Thus knowing u1 and u2 leads to only a slight improve-
ment in the reconstruction. The ratio o!/o7 is treated
as known and has been chosen by trial and error. Figure
2 shows our initial global matching afer Stage 2.

5 Other Work
For a review of other methods of deformable tempiates,
see Lipson el cI(1990). Amit el al(1991) describe pixel-
based approach to fitting a deformation of C. A de-
scription of the difficultiee involved in three-dimensional
problems is given by Grenander and Keenan (1989).
Models for curvilinear shapes such as letters of the al-
phabet are discussed by Manbeck el al (1991). They
use a second-order SAR, but note that the CAR model
in (2.6) and (2.7), this time with boundary conditions,
again provides a useful model.

Face recognition is an interesting application area for
shape identification (cf. Bruce,l988, Craw & Tock,199l).
Here there are nesting constraints. For example, pupils
are nested within eyes, teeth within lips, eyes and lips
within the head, etc.

To sum up, the area of shape reconstruction poses
many interesting statistical problems.
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